I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN A TEACHER. I AM ALWAYS OKAY
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It is okay not to be okay when we give our full-fledged commitment, but things turn out to be awry. Remember, the path to victory does not always have to be perfect at the first shot.

We encounter hurdles as we pass through the barrier's line of sight. Our vision and mission as a teacher may stumble from failure to failure so does life. But it brings the canopy of maturity it deserves as does life.

As gunless and harmless warriors kitted out with perseverance and an appetite for victory, for the synergic defense of chances and uncertainties, we will stand our ground to inclusive and equitable quality education.

It is not okay to be okay when we are aware of our roles from the beginning, yet we failed to be one of the first persons to inspire, give hope, and be in the frontline of the learners' nerve to conquer success.

Single deliberate negligence causes our young dreamers to experience and possess the enduring senses of pain and discouragement. So much so that if we continue to brush aside the duties inherent to a teacher, the whole system suffers, aspiration dies, and goals end.

Our most pressing obligation RIGHT NOW is to shed light on this darker side of our history. Let us all fill the bare portion of our students' ability to withstand the odds of time, with the strength to grow up and the courage to move forward.
Nothing has changed, we are teachers, up to now, regardless of what the circumstances may bring us.

A genuine OKAY breeds contentment, whilst TEACHER seeds the foundation of our nation's prosperity.
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